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First Loudspeakers From Bryston To Arrive
Before the End of 2012
Bryston, renowned for its audio components around the world in both home and
professional applications, is set to enter the speaker market with the introduction
of three speaker models before the end of this year. The details were still sketchy
at the time this issue was being sent off to print but here’s what we know. The
three models will consist of a oor-standing model, a bookshelf speaker and a
centre channel. The oor-standing model will be named appropriately, the Model T. All three models are said to be available in Black and select wood nishes
and should be out by the holidays [ngers crossed]. We’ve got a pair on order for
review and will report on it in an upcoming issue. Will we see any of these new
speakers at the 2012 TAVES? We sure hope so! www.bryston.ca

Apple iPhone 5
The new iPhone 5 is the thinnest and lightest iPhone ever. It has been completely redesigned to feature a stunning new 4-inch Retina display, an Appledesigned A6 chip for blazing fast performance and ultrafast wireless technology—all while delivering even better battery life. iPhone 5 comes with iOS
6, which includes over 200 new features such as the all new Maps app with
Apple-designed cartography and turn-by-turn navigation, Facebook integration, Passbook organization and even more Siri features and languages. iPhone
5 is the thinnest smartphone in the world, with an all-new 7.6 mm anodized
aluminum body that is 18 percent thinner and 20 percent lighter than iPhone
4S. www.apple.ca

Denon AVR-4520CI “In-Command Series” Flagship AV Receiver
The new AVR-4520CI promises an unprecedented level of expandability, networking options and Internet connectivity. It features Apple’s AirPlay, allowing users to stream their iTunes music whether from Mac or PC, as well as
music stored on their iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch. This agship Denon receiver is said to include a host of leadingedge audio capabilities for a powerful and immersive soundscape, ideal for accurate music reproduction, as well
as cinema-like home theater sound. Among the new design
features are an elegant front-panel design, larger character
displays, richer graphics and a newly designed GUI interface.
Highlights of this new powerhouse include 9.2 channels of
amplication (150 watts/channel), 4K and 3-D video capability, access to numerous music services (Spotify, Sirius XM,
vTuner Internet radio and Pandora), direct connectivity for
iOS devices via a front panel USB input, 4-zone capability,
seven HDMI inputs and triple HDMI outputs. Topping it all
off is the Audyssey MultEQ XT32 Auto Setup and Calibration. Available now. MSRP: $2,699. www.denon.com
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Nordost Intros First American made High Speed HDMI
Cable
The Blue Heaven High Speed HDMI cable is the rst HDMI cable
entirely designed, manufactured and hand-terminated in the USA, and
was built to overcome the quality control and performance variability
that is so apparent with mass-produced HDMI cables. Constructed
using 19 Micro Mono-Filament, air-space, silver-plated oxygen free
copper, solid core conductors, the cable employs a twin-axial design
to ensure consistent performance and shielding, as well as materials
and technological continuity with the other cables in the Blue Heaven
family. The use of MMF construction and FEP insulation increases
transmission speed, reduces dielectric absorption and improves mechanical stability, resulting in superior eye-pattern performance from a
cable that nally brings the exacting standards expected in two-channel
systems to the realm of AV and picture transmission. Nordost will launch the Blue Heaven HDMI in active demonstrations at TAVES in Toronto from the 28th to 30th of September and RMAF in Denver from the 12th to 14th
of October 2012. MSRP: $350 US for a 1M cable ($100 US for each extra meter). www.nordost.com

Marantz Launches New Universal Media Players
Marantz has just announced two new Universal Media Players, the UD7007 and UD5007. Both players offer true
universal compatibility (Blu-ray 3D, DVD, CD, DVD-Audio, SACD, as well as DivXHD and AVCHD formats),
full Internet connectivity and world-class performance. For end-user convenience both players may be controlled
with a smartphone via the newly designed Marantz Remote App. Both models allow users to stream videos from
online services such as Netix, VUDU, Hulu, and YouTube. Thanks to its dual HDMI outputs, the UD7007 allows
users to connect to a 3D TV and non3D capable AVR separately. Additionally, both units feature front-panel USB
ports along with an HDMI output, an Ethernet port, a
left/right analog audio output for multi-zone distribution, and remote control in/out ports. Both players
will also playback discs or USB devices lled with
WMA, MP3, and JPEG les. www.marantz.com

Monitor Audio 100-200-300 Series In-Ceiling & In-Wall
Trimless Speakers
If you’re looking to achieve the cleanest looking, but great sounding, speaker system in your home then you’ll want to check out
these new Trimless speakers from Monitor Audio. Seventeen models ranged across four audio quality standards incorporate innovative features to take the complexity out of speaker selection and
installation. In-wall and in-ceiling designs are available in 6.5-inch
and 8-inch versions, all with stealthy trimless grilles for low-prole
installation. For instance, at one end of the performance spectrum, the
100 series CT or WT, 165 or 180 models combine MMPII bass drivers,
with a pivoting version of Monitor Audio’s C-CAM gold dome tweeter. At the agship end, the 300 Series CT/WT 380-IDC 3-way models
marry C-CAM bass drivers with Rigid Surface Technology (RST) cone
proles to a pivoting IDC mid/tweeter module housing a 4-inch C-CAM
midrange and 1-inch C-CAM gold dome tweeter. Also in the range are
specialized FX in-ceiling surround speakers with switchable bi-pole/dipole modes and T2 stereo loudspeakers. Available now. MSRP: $219 to
$849. www.monitoraudio.ca. Distributed in Canada by Kevro International, 905-428-2800 or www.kevro.com.
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NuForce DDA-100 Digital Integrated Amplier for Computer and Home Audio
The innovative new DDA-100 integrated amp converts the digital audio signal into analog form at the last possible stage—the PWM
amplier output—giving listeners the same level of performance as far much more expensive audio gear. The DDA-100’s inherently
low distortion and noise oor remain in the digital domain from beginning to end, resulting in a remarkably wide dynamic range,
crystalline clarity and amazing detail. The DDA-100 doesn’t require the typical DAC stage found in most of today’s digital audio
products. Rather, its PWM power amplier stage is modulated directly by the incoming signal, and the digital-to-analog conversion
takes place at the speaker outputs. In effect, the PWM power amplier stage operates as a power DAC. This effectively eliminates
the DAC-related problems that have plagued serious listeners in the past. Fewer parts result in a more direct signal path, resulting in
benets passed along to you: exquisite sound at an affordable price. DDA-100 is designed as a digital-only product for today, and
tomorrow’s digital playback components. It accepts four digital sources via one USB, one coaxial and two optical inputs that provide
exceptional exibility for your home audio and A/V needs. And with the included remote control, you can control inputs and volume
from the comfort of your listening chair. Along with its convenience and an innovative design, the DDA-100 will drive your loudspeakers via a robust 75-Watt RMS and 250-watt peak capability per channel for superb dynamics and transparency. MSRP: $599.
www.nuforce.com. Distributed in Canada by VMAX Services, 1-888-271-0543 or www.vmax-services.com.

productnews
Onkyo RBX-500 iLunar Dock Music System
Onkyo’ new six-channel Bluetooth and iPod/iPhone docking solution
features 3D sound processing, which immerses the listener in sound no
matter where they are in the room. The iLunar uses an arrangement of
six full-range drivers positioned above a down-ring subwoofer. Rather
than using two channels to create a centralized “sweet spot”, a processing chip from Sonic Emotion radiates the sound in all directions, creating the impression of stereo sound wherever the listener is located. In
addition to docking their iDevice, listeners can use the Bluetooth function to stream music from almost any smart phone, tablet or PC. The
dock is a recharging type, allowing the user to top off the battery while
they listen to music. A USB port is also included for charging many
other types of smartphones or tablets, even as the device streams music
wirelessly. Available this October. MSRP: $249 US. www.onkyo.ca

KEF X300A Powered Speakers
The X300A is a premium loudspeaker system that was developed to offer the highest sound reproduction possible
from computers, smartphones and tablets, via the distortion-free USB input. The X300A speaker utilizes two Class
AB audiophile-grade ampliers – one dedicated for HF and one for LF/MF – complete with a toroidal transformer,
which signicantly reduces the normal “hum” heard while playing most powered speakers. The X300A was designed to mirror the performance of the best in professional studio monitors with an impressive output of 150W
of power per channel at 1kHz. To get the very best
from the twin class AB ampliers, the X300A features
KEF’s Uni-Q driver array, which places the tweeter in
the acoustic centre of the woofer. This allows both the
woofer and tweeter to act as a single, focused source of
sound that is dispersed widely and evenly throughout
a room or setting. The X300A also offers wireless
playback via an optional Bluetooth (dongle) or can be
used with Apple Airport Express. A 3.5mm analogue
connection is also included. MSRP: $799 US/pair.
www.kef.com

Naim Audio UnitiLite All-In-One Audio Player
Naim Audio has just expanded its Uniti range of audio products with the addition of the UnitiLite, a slim-line version of Naim’s original all-in-one audio player called the NaimUniti. Streaming music is a fast developing trend
in the audio industry and Naim Audio is a leading player in this eld. Naim was one of the rst audio companies
to embrace streaming technology and, as with all products in the Uniti range, the UnitiLite can stream audio from
a PC, MAC or any server on the home network through a wired or wireless connection. Coupled with internet
radio, which grants access to tens of thousands of internet radio stations, the UnitiLite is a hi- unit perfect for
the tech-savvy generation. Those loyal to CDs will also benet
from a player that draws upon Naim’s years of expertise in
designing the best CD players in the world. The UnitiLite
can be controlled via Naim’s specially designed n-Stream app
which is available to download for free on the iPad, iPhone
or iPod Touch. Through n-Stream, users have the freedom to
control the UnitiLite via their Apple device, as well as create
and save playlists, access information on their favourite artists
and learn of similar artists based on their music library. Available at the end of October. MSRP: $3,195. www.naimaudio.
com. Distributed in Canada by Plurison, 1-866-271-5689 or
www.plurison.com
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The New Role of Smartphones and Tablets In
Home Entertainment

Jeremy Phan
The home theatre is a focal point
in many homes. It’s a place where
friends and family congregate to
watch the latest blockbuster movies,
catch up on the day’s events with a
local newscast or listen to music. As
the last remnants of an analog existence, for better or worse, slowly
fade away, a digital convergence is
occurring. Analog over-the-air TV
broadcasts are already a thing of the
past (they were phased out after August 2011) and analog TV cable service will be ending within the next
year for most Canadian consumers.
Today the evolution of digital entertainment allows us to purchase
or rent movies directly from our
TV sets thanks to online streaming
services, access news directly on
the TV set via an online connection
and listen to lossless music from
a digital audio library in various
zones around a home. Along with
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this evolution come new features various mobile platforms: Google’s
and functionality such as the abil- Play Market, Apple’s App Store via
ity to stream audio and video to any iTunes, and even BlackBerry World
capable, connected device; univer- for the PlayBook.
The main functionality of many of
sal remote control capability from
a variety of different devices; and these apps is to allow users to use
DVR-like functionality throughout their mobile touchscreen devices
to replace the remote control of the
the home.
Two of the key devices of this dig- target device. Using a large, vivid,
ital evolution are the smartphone colour touchscreen is easier and
and the tablet, devices now found more intuitive than searching for
in many Canadian homes. Smart- the appropriate button on a tradiphone penetration is now over 40 tional remote – especially if that trapercent and tablet penetration is ditional remote is not backlit. Take
over 10 percent, with a close mix of a look at any modern AV receiver
Android and iOS devices. Apple’s remote and you’ll quickly see the
iPad still has a considerable lead in advantage of a touchscreen remote
the tablet space while the mobile versus the dozens and dozens of
phone space is much more even. tiny buttons on a traditional remote.
To facilitate and take advantage Users who are familiar with other
of consumers’ continued adoption touchscreen or universal remote
of these easy-to-use touchscreen- devices from Logitech, Marantz,
based devices, many AV component Philips, Universal Electronics, and
manufacturers have released apps others can attest to the benets of
for these devices. Most of these universal/programmable remotes
apps are free and available on the – once they get them programmed
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smartphonesandtabletsinhomeentertainment
(which can be a feat in and of itself). The tion systems from Crestron, Control4, the receiver instead of the DAC built into
best part is that these devices have steadily AMX and others is now readily available the Apple device. That’s because Apple
dropped in price with the Logitech Har- to the everyday consumer. While your devices’ internal DACs typically fare
mony One (touchscreen combined with smartphone or tablet can’t yet control rather poorly, delity-wise when comtraditional buttons) now selling for under every system in your home, AV or other- pared to other portable music players. As
$200 CAD.
wise, they are increasingly being used as with HDTVs, all the major manufacturers
Thanks to the adoption of tablets and the touchscreen-based interface for many have mobile apps. Denon’s app supports
smartphones, users now have another al- home automation systems, forgoing the AVR-991 and above receivers; Yamaha
ternative to control their entertainment. proprietary touchscreen controllers once supports the RX-V2065 and above, HTRWhile not as full-edged as a Logitech offered.
8063 and above, RX-A1000 and above,
Harmony remote, most manufacturers
When used with AV receivers, your RX-V671 and above, and more. Onkyo,
of smart TVs, AV receivers and Blu-ray smartphone or tablet goes beyond a glori- who was one of the earliest adopters of
players now have free remote control ed remote control. Some manufacturers, mobile apps, has support going back to its
apps available for download. If your de- such as Pioneer and Yamaha, offer fea- 2009 TX-NR807 and continues support
vice was released in the past year and/or tures that allow the ability to create cus- through to the 2010 TX-NR708 and above,
supports DLNA (Digital Living Network tom playlists and stream music directly the 2011 TX-NR509 and above, and the
Alliance) connectivity (via WiFi or wired from the device. Thanks to the popularity 2012 TX-NR807 and above. A great trend
Ethernet), it most likely has an app avail- of Apple devices such as the iPod and iP- for consumers is that these networked
able for your tablet or smartphone. These hone, many receivers already offer digital features are continually making their way
apps require your mobile device to be connectivity via a USB/30-pin cable or a into more mid-range and even entry-level
connected to the same [home] network as dock. These allow users to playback their receivers. The Yamaha RX-V671, a cathe AV device being controlled. For ex- music through their home theatre sys- pable dual-zone, networked receiver was
ample, Samsung’s “Remote” app supports tem with full remote control capabilities available for less than $500 CAD at the
HDTVs released in 2010 with Internet@ and if you don’t have an iOS device, the time of writing.
TV and all 2011 HDTVs with AllShare as USB port doubles as a receptacle for the
The other method that smartphones and
well as Blu-ray players/HTIBs with Smart ubiquitous USB memory stick, allowing tablets are connecting with audio devices
Hub (D5300 and above, HTS D5000 and music to be played directly off of it. The is through short-range Bluetooth technolabove). Sony’s “Remote” app supports main added benet of extracting audio in ogy. Traditionally used on cellular phones
HDTVs starting from the EX42 Series the digital domain from Apple devices, as to connect with a hands-free headset, Bluand above as well as Blu-ray players start- opposed to using the analog headphone etooth technology has continued to evolve
ing from the S370 and above. Panasonic’s jack, is utilizing the higher-quality DAC and is now capable of streaming high-bi“VIERA Remote” app supports DT/ST/ (digital-to-analog converter) found inside trate stereo sound to compatible devices.
GT30 Series HDTVs
from 2011, among others, as well as the latest
2012 sets. LG’s “TV
Remote” app supports
2011 LV37-, LV55-,
LW55-, and LZ96-series HDTVs and above
while its “Remote for
Audio & Video Devices”
app supports 3D Blu-ray
and LG Cinema products released in 2011
and beyond. Sufce it
to say, HDTV manufacturers have been keen to
include apps for mobile
platforms as they strive
to push for connected,
“smart” features and
functionality.
What was once the
realm of ultra-expenPioneer’s iControlAV2012 app turns your smartphone or tablet into a powerful remote control
sive custom home thefor your receiver.
atre and home automa-
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Microsoft’s SmartGlass app will allow you to interact with the Xbox 360 like never before.
This allows both iOS and non-iOS
devices to wirelessly stream their
music libraries to compatible audio
components. iOS has its own version of wireless streaming, called
AirPlay, for streaming audio and
video content as well as metadata
such as track information, time and
artwork. Many receivers, dedicated
iPod speaker docks, and other devices support AirPlay though its
adoption is less widespread than the
open-source DLNA protocol.
One other category of components that should denitely not be
overlooked is dedicated digital media playback devices. These range
from inexpensive clock-radio iPod
docks to multi-zone Sonos systems, to dedicated decks sporting
Burr Brown DACs. Various audio manufacturers offer dedicated
smartphone and tablet apps to control music playback. These include
manufacturers such as Naim, with
its NDS, NDX, and ND5 XS Series
of “Network Players”; Bryston with
its BDP-1 Digital Player coupled
with the BDA-1 External DAC; PS
Audio’s PerfectWave DAC II, Digital Link III, and Digital to Analog;
and the Marantz NA7004 Network
Audio Player. When coupled with
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an iTunes library, these apps will
display cover art and lyrics, manage
playlists, and much more.
Not to be left out, if the networked
device supports DLNA, other compatible (non-mobile) devices can
also stream and control playback.
Chief among this are personal computers and laptops. One sticker that
is now showing up on AV receivers
is the “Windows 7 Ready” sticker
meaning that the receiver can be
controlled by and stream content
from networked Windows 7 computers. Windows Media Player,
which once was a program preinstalled but often neglected, was
revamped in Windows 7 (and the
upcoming Windows 8, an OS built
around touchscreen input) and is
now quite procient at managing
and streaming media content.
As with all innovations, there is
one downside to using a remote
control app instead of the dedicated
remote control itself. The mobile
device must be “awoken from sleep”
with the click of button and then
unlocked with a slide or screen tap.
Then the app has to be located and
launched. These are all additional
steps that aren’t required with a traditional remote.

Another category that has began
embracing smartphones and tablets
as control devices is the video gaming sector. In June of 2012, Microsoft unveiled the Xbox SmartGlass
app which will be released on various smartphone and tablet platforms
later this year. This app will provide gamers a whole new means of
interacting with their video games
and also allow users to navigate the
Internet Explorer browser (soon to
be released for the Xbox) with ease.
Imagine drawing up a play in EA
SPORTS’ “Madden NFL” on your
tablet and then watching it play out
on your TV!
As we move forward, you can expect a greatly increasing number of
devices that support remote control
functionality via a downloadable
app on your smartphone or tablet. I
predict that as an increasing number
of consumers switch to digital content and online streaming services,
more advanced versions of these
apps will simply become the norm.
It seems that the future of home entertainment control lies with smartphones and tablets. I for one, look
forward to it!
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How Is Music Stored In the Digital Format
and What Do Higher Resolutions Mean?

Malcolm J. Gomes
While it may be true that vinyl is
making a comeback, in today’s
world of music, digital enjoys total
dominance. Digital music made its
debut at the consumer level in the
early 1980s with the introduction
of the compact disc system and the
claim of ‘perfect sound forever’.
Given that the rst digital playback systems delivered sound that
was hard and edgy, that claim was
obviously over the top hype. However, thanks to advances in digital
technology and especially the big
strides made in digital to analog
conversion, especially over the past
decade, we can now enjoy digitally
reproduced sound that approaches
the smooth, silky properties of vinyl reproduction.
For the longest time, digital music
was associated with the 16-bit, 44.1
kHz conguration of the compact
disc. Over the past few years we are
seeing more music being offered in
higher resolutions like 24-bit and
up to 192 kHz. So, does higher resolution automatically result in better quality sound reproduction? The
short answer is that it depends on
many factors.
To begin with, let’s understand
what these ‘bits’ are all about. Many
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people refer to these as the bit rate, mation has to be stored either on a
when a more accurate description disc or on a drive. It was not long
would the bit depth. Bits are simply ago when most hard drives sold at
binary information (zeros and ones) the consumer level were in hundreds
that forms the data, which stores the of gigabytes. Now we have affordmusic. The bit depth tells you the able hard drives that offer storage of
number of bits that are employed to one or more terabytes (one terabyte
store the audio signal.
is a thousand gigabytes). So how do
The process of storing music in you relate bit depth and sampling
a digital format involves slicing rates to the space on a hard drive?
the audio signal and storing each
For that you need to convert the bit
slice as a binary code. When it is depth and sampling rate into Mbit/
done in the 16-bit format, there are sec. The math for this conversion is
65,536 levels. With each additional a bit complicated so instead let me
bit depth, this number doubles, so give you a few examples that will
when you get to the 24-bit format, give you an idea. If the bit depth is
you now have 16,777,216 levels.
16-bits and the sample rate is 44.1
If bits relate to levels, then the kHz, the Mbit/sec is 1.35 and for
sample rate relates to time. In other one minute of a stereo signal you
words, the sample rate tells you how will need 10.1 megabytes of space
many times the audio signal is mea- on a hard drive. Since most songs
sured or sampled per second. In the are around 3 minutes long, each
case of the compact disc, the sam- song, on an average will need 30.3
ple rate is 44.1 kHz, which means megabytes of space on a hard drive.
Lets compare this to an MP3 le
that each second of the music is
divided into 44,100 slices. Higher with a sample rate of 128. Here the
sampling rates like 96 kHz would bit rate is just 0.13 Mbit/sec for one
therefore mean that each second of minute of a stereo signal. You will
music is divided into 96,000 slices. therefore need just 0.94 megabytes
In the case of compact discs, the of space for each minute of music
16-bit depth and 44.1 kHz translates and an average song will take up
to each second of the music being just 2.82 megabytes of space.
divided into 44,100 slices and each
In contrast, a 24-bit depth and 96
slice containing 65,536 levels.
kHz sampling rate makes the bit
As you know, all this binary infor- rate shoot up quite exponentially
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16bitsvs24bits
to 4.39 Mbit/sec which in turn requires 33 higher? The answer to that can be found
megabytes for each minute of music and in the vinyl record format, which has been
an average of 99 megabytes per song.
measured to contain frequencies as high as
It is important to note that when you 50 kHz. Some vinyl acionados claim that
record and rerecord music on a hard drive the superiority of vinyl sound reproduction
it may not be done in a linear method. The over digital (that they hear) is because the
hard drive may already contain songs that much higher (inaudible) frequencies that
have been recorded previously and these the vinyl system reproduces have a posimay not be recorded neatly one after the tive effect on lower (audible) frequencies
other on the drive. This will result in gaps of the music which, they claim, accounts
between the songs that may be left blank for the superiority of vinyl reproduction.
when you record more songs on the drive.
If this is indeed true, then using the NyA lot of empty space could also be left on quest Theory, the same higher (inaudible)
the drive based on the disk’s sector size.
frequencies can be reproduced using the
Given that 24/96 resolution takes up so digital domain by raising the sample rate
much more of your hard drive space for to 96 kHz, which would result in the capaeach song when compared to MP3 and bility to reproduce sound signals with fre16/44.1 resolution, is it worth converting quencies as high as 48 kHz. It needs to be
and storing your music in 24/96 or higher said that this claim has not been concluresolution?
sively proven and needs to be taken with
From the technical point of view the a pinch of salt.
advantage is that your audio in 24/96 will
Another explanation as to why 24-bit is
deliver resolution that is 250 times greater better than 16-bit is that the former may
than the 16/44.1 that compact discs deliver. not necessarily improve the sound qualThe disadvantage is that a 24/96 le will ity directly, but that it gives the audio sigtake three and a quarter times the space on nal more room to breathe in the numeric
your hard drive as compared to 16/44.1.
sphere of digital audio. It is claimed that
Right off the bat, let’s discard the notion this makes it possible to record music with
that 250 times the resolution means 250 greater dynamic range where the softer
times better quality sound. A lot will de- passages are quieter and better able to stay
pend on how good your hearing is and the above the noise oor and the louder segquality of the other components of your ments of the music are reproduced more
audio system, especially the digital to cleanly and without clipping. If this is true,
analog converter (DAC) that you employ. then the reduced noise would make it posIf your hearing is not up to scratch, and if sible to record at lower levels so that you
your other components are just about av- enjoy more headroom and instruments
erage or below average, chances are that sound cleaner, vocals clearer and the highyou may not even notice a difference be- er frequencies rendered with more delitween 16/44.1 and 24/96. Based on human cateness. There is also a school of thought
hearing, you are a lot more likely to notice that a sampling rate of 88.2 sounds better
the difference between an MP3 recording than 96 because it is an exact multiple of
and its 16/44.1 counterpart.
44.1. Again, there is no conclusive proof
Which brings me to why 16/44.1 was that this is true.
selected for the compact disc format. This
Having said all that, we humans are
resolution was chosen based on the Ny- blessed with an incredibly sensitive sense
quest Theory. This theory states that the of hearing and so it may not be a bad idea
actual upper threshold of digital audio for you to use your ears to be the nal arwill top out at half the sampling rate used. biter in this matter. If you can clearly and
Since human hearing usually tops out at consistently hear the difference between a
approximately 20 kHz, selecting 44.1 as 16/44.1 and a 24/96 le of the same music,
the sampling rate would, based on this then, by all means, go for the latter. You
theory, top out at around 22 kHz which would also be well advised to experiment
would comfortably accommodate all the with preamp and DAC upgrades, because
sound frequencies that are audible to the sometimes this might be a more cost efhuman ear.
fective route to better sound quality than
If this is the case, why even bother with the ongoing expense of growing your
higher resolution formats like 24/96 and 24/96 music library.
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As for even higher sampling rates and bit
depths like 192 kHz and 32 bits, it would
be worth noting that music les in these
resolutions are huge and even with a hard
drive of a couple of terabytes, you will
run out of disk space relatively quickly
even if you have a fairly modest digital
music library. Besides, most audiophiles,
and that includes me, cannot consistently
tell the difference between a 24/96 and a
24/192 sample rate le of the same music.
It does seem like many 24/192 music les
are more a one-upmanship marketing ploy
to charge more rather than something that
offers real value.
Music fans should also be warned when
buying music les that have a higher
resolution than 16/44.1. There have been
instances in the recent past where even
some of the most respected brands have
sold high-resolution music les that were
little more than up-sampled 16/44.1 les.
This is a total rip-off as resolutions higher
than 16/44.1 are the real McCoy only if
they are native high resolution rather than
an up-sampled version of a lower resolution format.
Finally, you are likely to come across
claims of 32-bit oat point processing.
So what on earth does that mean? Many
consumers tend to confuse this with 32bit recordings when in reality it refers to
the fact that some major sequencers and
many of the better multi track recorders
are capable of rendering audio temporarily in a 32-bit oating point format. The
rationale behind 32-bit point processing is
that if properly implemented, it adds extra
bits to the music le after recording to allow more headroom for audio mathematics in the digital domain. Before the le is
output it goes through converters to bring
them back to the original 24-bits. You can
think of the “oating point” as a scalable
decimal point in a calculation. Since you
have 32 rather than 24 registers for calculations, it is going to render a more accurate result. The other advantage of 32bit oat point processing is that it makes
some calculations possible that would, in
theory, be impossible with a 24-bit conguration.
Now that you have a better understanding of how music is stored in the digital
domain, I encourage you to explore higher
resolution music – only then you’ll be able
to determine if it pleases your ears.
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We’re all different.
Our sound should reflect that.

You’re tall. Or not so tall. You’re funny. Or maybe shy. You live in a
condo. Work in the city. Your room is a dorm. You’re young. Or maybe
not so young. You can’t live without your phone and your head’s in
the cloud. You love rock but not rap. You love rap but not rock.
House and techno are more your deal. You’re a Top 100 fan. You’re
rebellious and rock indie. You listen to jazz. Classical moves you.
You practice yoga. You drive fast. You work out. Or work late. Or work
too much. You’re a hardcore gamer playing into the night. You’re a
tv addict who loves take-out. Weekends you have friends over.
You play it loud. You stay up late, sometimes. Sometimes you’re a
weekend couch potato sucking up miles of megs watching movies.
Our Millenia CT music and movie system is for all of it!
No matter who you are or where you live, what you like or what
you do, we want to be:

The Official Sound of YOU™
The 2.1 Millenia CT is a fully powered system that does
not require a receiver. It contains 2 speakers with stands,
1 subwoofer with stand, control box, remote and cables.
For 30 years we’ve been designing the best sounding speakers in the world.
They’ve been in some of the sweetest spots, like the famous Hollywood awards
show, the Capital Records building in LA and in the studio with a rolling stone.
We’ve been the #1 speaker manufacturer in Best Price/Value for 22 years*. That
should tell you everything about the quality of our speakers.
*#1 Best Price/Value. InsideTrack annual independent nationwide survey of consumer electronics specialist retailers and custom installers.
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Bits & Bytes - Digital Music Demystied Part II
An Introduction to Digital Music Playback

George de Sa
Back in the April/May 2012 edition of the
CANADA HiFi magazine, within the article “Bits & Bytes – Digital Music Demystied: An Introduction to Digital Music
Playback”, we explored the basics of digital music playback. This consisted of a
conversation about digital music formats,
sample rates and various source options.
Hopefully, you found that information
enlightening and perhaps, since reading
it, you’ve started exploring the realms of
digital music further - if so, kudos to you!
On that note, I decided to take the plunge
myself by assembling a mid-priced digital music playback system. In this article,
I’ll share with you my experience which
should provide some good insight to those
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looking to set up their own digital music
playback system.
Though I’ve spent many years listening to both optical disc (CD and DVD)
and vinyl sources, much of the latest in
digital music playback is relatively new
to me. I don’t own a laptop or an iPad
and therefore, was interested in a device
that could leverage the digital music les
I already have on my Windows Vista
based PC - a conglomeration of CD rips
and downloads organized within iTunes. I
knew that the new device would need to
be compatible with the various formats in
my music library. With a little research
and a few inquires, the device that caught
my attention was the Logitech Squeezebox Touch. Why? A few reasons - the
Squeezebox Touch is modestly priced at

$329.99, compatible with all common
le formats, Wi-Fi and Ethernet enabled,
hi-rez le friendly (it will read les up to
24-bit/192 kHz and pass les up to 24bit/96 kHz) and has an integrated colour
touch screen. Though the Squeezebox
Touch has an internal digital-to-analog
converter (DAC), I thought it would make
things just a bit more interesting to try
out a stand-alone DAC, along with the
Squeezebox Touch, just to see if any performance gains could be had. Giovanni
Militano had written a positive review of
the Musical Fidelity V-DAC II in the December/January 2011/2012 edition of the
CANADA HiFi magazine, so I thought
moving to the next model up in the Musical Fidelity family - the M1DAC, priced
at $749, should t the bill. Editor’s note:
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bits&bytes
as this issue was going to print, unconrmed rumours surfaced online that
Logitech ceased the production of the
Squeezebox line of products. However
George’s experience below offers the
same value to anyone thinking about
setting up a digital music playback
system in their home, since a number
of similar devices exist. One similar
device called the Connect comes from
a company called Sonos.
The Squeezebox Touch is a compact Many Sonos audio components can be controlled via smartphone and tablet apps.
device sporting a 4.3 inch integrated
colour touch screen. It is a digital
a stand-alone up-sampling DAC. This is standard) of the review sample was very
music player/receiver that can access any is the latest version which includes an attractive. Overall, the M1DAC portrayed
network-connected computer or network- asynchronous USB DAC section, hence a serious yet sophisticated demeanour.
attached storage (NAS) device through the (A) designation in the model name. It
So rst up for evaluation was the Squeea wired Ethernet or Wi-Fi connection. A features four digital inputs: balanced XLR, zebox Touch device. After unpacking, I
software installation is required on the USB, optical and coaxial. These digital followed the four step quick start guide
computer for this to work and the com- inputs accept incoming signals at up to 24- that led me to the Squeezebox Touch’s
puter must be running during music play- bit/192 kHz, with the USB input limited to on-screen setup. After completing the
back. The Squeezebox Touch’s integrated 24-bit/96 kHz. The optical input has po- setup, I downloaded and installed the free
USB input and SD card slot, also allow it tential of up to 24-bit/192 kHz; however, Squeezebox software on my PC, from the
to access digital music les from a con- is recommended only up to 96 kHz due website cited in the guide. This process
nected USB thumb/hard-drive or SD card. to intrinsic jitter with the optical format, was relatively straight forward and in no
A distinctive feature of the Squeezebox according to John Quick of Tempo High time the Squeezebox Touch was accessing
Touch is its ability to read and play just Fidelity, the North American distributor. all the music les on my PC. Using the
about any format of digital music le, in- Output of the Squeezebox Touch is of- Logitech Media Server Control Panel, by
cluding MP3, FLAC, WAV, AIFF, WMA, fered via balanced XLR and RCA connec- way of the convenient shortcut placed on
Ogg Vorbis, AAC and ALAC - with sam- tions. The M1DAC uses a proprietary in- my desktop, I was able to restrict the acple rates of up to 24-bit/192 kHz. Using board power supply that employs choke cess to the folders where my music les
its internal DAC, the Squeezebox Touch ltration to regulate and condition the reside. Overall, I found the menus to be
can output analog audio by way of its incoming power in order to increase over- intuitive and easy to use, even for a comRCA stereo jacks or alternatively, a digi- all performance. At the core lies a pair of puter illiterate, like me. Next, I hooked
tal signal of up to 24-bit/96 kHz using Texas Instruments Burr-Brown DSD1796 up the Squeezebox Touch to my Brysits coaxial (S/PDIF) or optical (Toslink) DAC chips in dual-differential mode, tied ton BP6 preamplier via its analog RCA
jacks. Interestingly enough, I found that it to a Texas Instruments SRC4392 sample- output. There I had it - music streaming
outputs simultaneously through all its out- rate converter chip that up-samples all from my PC to my audio system. Thankputs, making it possible to feed multiple digital sources to 24-bit/192 kHz. In ad- fully, Goerner Communication, the North
receiving devices (preampliers, receiv- dition, all incoming signals are re-clocked American distributor for Audio Physic,
ers, stand-alone DACs) at the same time. to ensure low-jitter, which is claimed to had kindly left me with the Sitara 25 loudThe Squeezebox Touch also sports an in- be less than 12 picoseconds peak to peak. speakers (reviewed in the June/July 2012
ternal headphone amplier, accessible via Specications indicate an impressive total issue) for an extended period, as their resa standard 3.5mm jack on its back. The harmonic distortion of less than 0.0025 olution proved to be an invaluable tool.
Squeezebox Touch came packaged in a percent with a signal-to-noise ratio greater
I started with a little Internet radio.
shoebox sized box containing the Squee- than 119db A-weighted. The M1DAC is What impressed me is that the Squeezezebox Touch itself, IR remote control, 2 relatively compact in size, with a width of box Touch provided a selection of local
x AAA batteries, wall-wart power supply, just 8.6 inches – about half the width of a radio stations as a menu option, so I could
RCA stereo cable, screen cleaning cloth traditional audio component but at 3.4 kg tune into some of my favourites with a
and a quick-start manual. I was very im- (7.5 lbs), it’s no lightweight. A chrome in- couple strokes. Internet radio sounded
pressed by the build quality of the Squee- set moniker plate, simple lines and gentle quite pleasant for casual background liszebox Touch given its price. It felt solid contours provided a sense of renement, tening, though noticeably limited in resoin hand, having considerable weight given while the many inset LEDs indicating lution, dynamics and soundstage size, as
its modest size and it had an appearance power, incoming sample rate, active input expected, given the MP3-like, low-bit
that I would describe as purposeful with a and upsampling, added both utility and rate, ranging from 48 kbps to 128 kbps.
“touch” of playfulness – pardon the pun.
air. Build quality as well as t and nish Quality did vary station to station, someThe Musical Fidelity M1DAC (A) is is high and the optional silver nish (black times independent of the bit rate, so users
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should be prepared to explore. I moved between instruments with Corinne’s voice ecy, from the same album, I found the
on, to a couple of albums that I ripped to sounding more lifelike and open. Piano M1DAC preserved more sustain on piano
my PC from CD in Apple’s Lossless for- keys were less hard sounding, possessing notes, while also delivering the gentle patmat (ALAC) - Herbie Hancok’s, River: additional delicacy, while bringing along ting of brushes on drums with a tad more
the joni letters album and Paul Simon’s, more denition. In simple terms, every- resolution. Going over to the Paul Simon
So Beautiful or So What. This allowed thing sounded more lifelike. Comparing album and listening to Dazzling Blue, as
me to put my Rega Apollo CD player up some other tracks (hi-rez vs. CD rip in well as the title track, So Beautiful or So
against the Squeezebox Touch directly. I ALAC) from both the Herbie Hancock What, my impressions were reinforced.
was surprised to discover how small the and Paul Simon albums, I came to the The M1DAC exceeded the Squeezebox
difference in sound quality was. With the conclusion that the degree of difference Touch in the areas of soundstage size,
Squeezebox Touch playing the title track was more pronounced on the River album resolution, sustain and low bass-note deRiver, from Herbie’s album, Corinne Bai- vs. So Beautiful or So What. This sug- nition. Moving to another album in the
ley Ray’s girlish delicate intonations came gested that the quality of CD masters in ALAC format, from the CD, The Essential
through with clarity and smoothness. The comparison to hi-rez masters can vary and Sonny Rollins: The RCA Years, I went to
gentle pluck of guitar strings was por- in turn, result in smaller or greater differ- God Bless the Child, as I nd the track to
trayed accurately and the light cymbals ences in sound quality. Hence, it may not be a surreal recording. Here, the M1DAC
had crispness and delicacy. Flowing pi- always be consistent how much improve- once again stepped ahead of the Squeezeano keys had accurate tone and revealed ment can be obtained by moving to a spe- box Touch in soundstaging. The electric
a good portion of resonance. There was cic hi-rez version versus a CD rip. I also guitar had a wonderful bloom which the
also warmth to the sound. Going back ripped a copy of the River title track to a M1DAC expressed to a greater degree
and forth, between the Apollo CDP and USB thumb drive in low resolution MP3 than the Squeezebox Touch and the lowthe Squeezebox Touch, demonstrated how at 160kbps. Conveniently, the Squeeze- est digs of the upright bass were also
competitive the sound of the Squeezebox box Touch allowed me to plug the USB more dened with the M1DAC. I came
Touch was in direct comparison with a drive directly into it and play music from to the conclusion that the M1DAC was
$1000+ CD player. The Apollo expressed it via its touch screen. This allowed me clearly the higher performer, providing a
more impact on piano keys and had more to compare an MP3 (160kbps) version to more convincing and lifelike rendition of
presence in the midrange, however the the CD rip (16-bit/44.1 kHz) as well as the digital music, the likes of which I had not
Squeezebox Touch provided a slightly hi-rez (24-bit/96 kHz). From the rst few heard before in my system; however, the
more relaxed presentation, carrying with notes it was clear that the low-res MP3 le Squeezebox Touch was a solid performer
it an additional sense of ease and a shade sounded at in comparison with both the in its own right. I would say that both
larger soundstage. One could easily prefer CD rip and hi-rez versions. The MP3 had the M1DAC and the Squeezebox Touch
one presentation over the other. Given the less denition, a reduced soundstage and are well worth their prices; however, the
reasonable cost of the Squeezebox Touch, less verve to the degree that I considered Squeezebox Touch would have the edge
I felt its performance was admirable.
it to be, at best, suitable for background from an overall value perspective. In the
Next, I hooked up the Squeezebox Touch music. I compared the coaxial and opti- end, I could have easily lived with the
to the M1DAC with coaxial and optical cal connections between the Squeezebox Squeezebox Touch itself. But upon excables. Then I connected the M1DAC Touch and the M1DAC, before I settled periencing what the M1DAC could do, it
to my preamp via RCA interconnect ca- on the coaxial, due to its slightly smoother would be difcult to live without it.
bles. I could now compare the sound of and more organic presentation, though the
Hopefully, this little jaunt has been as inthe Squeezebox Touch’s internal DAC leanness that the optical connection deliv- teresting and informative to you, as it was
with the M1DAC with a simple switch ered had merits of its own.
to me. I think it underscores the fact that
of the source selector on my preamp. I
It was nally time to see how the Squee- there are sonic gains to be attained in the
knew the Squeezebox Touch could meet zebox Touch would compare when used digital realms, given the latest in products
my streaming needs with ease, but how together with the M1DAC. Queuing up and technologies. It’s clear that there are
would its internal DAC stand-up against the Hancock and Simon albums, I focused still a number of things to consider but if
the Musical Fidelity M1DAC? To make on a few tracks. With the aforementioned you do a little homework, you could nd
this comparison, even more interesting, I River track, the M1DAC produced a yourself on the path to an aural revelation.
purchased and downloaded high resolu- slightly larger soundstage, primarily in
Editor’s note: Since the Squeezebox
tion versions (24-bit/96 kHz) of the afore- the areas of depth with some height. Also, Touch may no longer be available, we enmentioned Herbie Hancock and Paul Si- Corinne’s voice came across a little more courage you to take a look at the Sonos
mon albums, from the HDtracks website. pristine. There was more air and open- Connect device and the company’s other
Playing the title track River from Herbie’s ness that the M1DAC delivered, while related products. The Connect offers viralbum, I found the high-rez version to be the Squeezebox sounded a touch con- tually the same functionality, although it
superior, regardless of which DAC it was strained in comparison. The Squeezebox does not have its own touch screen. Inplayed through. It was not a night-and- Touch also gave up some delicacy in its stead music playback can be controlled
day difference but the hi-rez le provided handling of music, in comparison to the via compatible smartphones and tablets.
a more spacious presentation, more air M1DAC. Moving to Tea Leaf Proph-
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ModWright Instruments KWA 100 Amplier and LS 100 Tube
Preamplier
Suave Kajko
Earlier this year, in the April/May 2012
issue of CANADA HiFi, Phil Gold reviewed the ModWright Instruments KWA
150 Signature Edition Amplier. He was
so impressed by this amplier that it ended
up nding a permanent spot in his audio
system. His high praise of the amplier
also inspired us to bring in a couple of the
more affordable pieces from ModWright,
the KWA 100SE Amplier and LS 100
Tube Preamplier. If you’re not familiar
with the ModWright Instruments brand I
invite you to read Phil’s review as it does a
great job of introducing the company. All
ModWright Instruments components are
designed and hand-made in the USA.
So how did these two entry-level ModWright components fair? Let’s start at the
very beginning. Both components were
double-boxed for shipping. But I was
surprised that the inner box of the LS 100
preamp was signicantly larger than the
preamp itself. Inside, the styrofoam inserts were smaller than the box and hence
could not fully prevent the LS 100 from
moving inside the box during shipping.
The ve tubes included in the box were
scattered loosely inside the box, three of
them had fallen completely out of their
paper boxes. Luckily none of the tubes
were broken. I contacted the manufacturer to make them aware of these issues and
was told that as long as the tubes worked
when I rst power on the LS 100, then I
shouldn’t have any problems. There were
no issues with the packaging of the KWA
100SE amp on the other hand. Let’s look
at each component in detail.
The LS 100 preamp has a single-ended
tube design and strives to improve many
of the qualities offered by the 9.0SE model, designed some seven years earlier. The
brushed aluminium enclosure gives it an
attractive industrial appearance, if you’re
into this sort of thing. The front panel fea-
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tures two large dials (balance, volume), a
series of sunken-in buttons for power and
input selection (with corresponding LEDs
above each) and 1/4 inch headphone jack.
It is topped off by a large, blue backlit
ModWright logo that’s anked by large
ModWright Instruments lettering on the
top and the LS 100 designation on the bottom. Its design features include a single
gain/buffer stage, phase inverting and
an upgrade slot for an optional in-board
DAC or phono stage. The base LS 100
preamp retails for $3,700, or $4,500 with
the built-in phono stage or DAC. My review unit was equipped with the phono
stage. The LS 100 offers a bank of ve
inputs (4 RCA, 1 XLR), three outputs (2
RCA, 1 XLR), one monitor input and tape
out, as well as a home theatre bypass input. Two remote trigger outputs and an
IEC socket, for a removable power cord,

round out the rear panel. The supplied remote has a compact form factor, similar to
remotes supplied with mini stereo systems,
but offers nearly all the same functionality
as the front panel buttons. Frankly, the remote looks and feels a bit cheap.
Like some of the other tube-based components on the market, the LS 100 preamp requires some assembly – namely
placing the tubes inside the sockets. It’s
a fun, engaging process that gave me the
opportunity to get to know the component
a little better. To get the tubes into place,
the top cover of the LS 100 needs to be
completely removed, which means undoing 20 hex screws with the provided longhandled hex key. The LS 100 uses three
tubes: two 6SN7 driver tubes and a single
5AR4/GZ34 rectier tube. The optional
phono stage board requires two additional
tubes – a 12AU7 and a 12AX7. If you get
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the LS 100 model with the
phono stage, you’ll want to
congure the phono stage to
have the correct loading impedance (to match your turntable) while the cover is off.
This is accomplished by setting up two banks of boardmounted dip switches which
provide loading impedances
of 50, 100, 500, 1000 or 47
kOhm, with the option of
100 pf of capacitance. My
Clearaudio Concept turntable has a loading impedance
of 47 kOhms so I set the dip
switches accordingly. Fitting the tubes into the sockets is very simple but setting
the loading impedances may
leave novice users scratching their heads since it’s not
explained in the manual as
well as it could be (a diagram
would be nice).
The KWA 100SE amp
($4,500) has the same brushed
aluminium enclosure, with
rounded edges and corners.
Its front panel is completely
free of buttons, with only the
blue backlit ModWright logo
sandwiched by the ModWright Instruments lettering
on the top and KWA 100SE
on the bottom. The power
switch is tucked away, out of
view, on the left side, on the
underside of the chassis. The
SE designation at the end of
the model number stands
for Signature Edition and
demands $800 more, over
the base model. The KWA
100SE features a solid stage
design but promises to combine the advantages of both
tube and solid state designs.
The SE edition of this amp
offers a little more power
and less distortion than the
base model. Its power is
rated at 120 watts per channel (at 8 ohms, 0.07 % THD)
or 210 watts per channel (at 4
ohms, 0.07 % THD). The SE
edition offers higher grade
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resistors and ModWright’s
proprietary capacitors (also
found in the preamp), as
well as ve pairs of Mosfet
output devices per channel,
compared to the three pairs
in the base model. Total capacitance is rated at 180,000
uf, compared to 90,000 uf
of the base model. At the
core of the KWA 100SE lies
a single voltage gain stage
called the “Solid State Music Stage”, a circuit designed
by Alan Kimmel, creator of
the vacuum tube “Mu” stage.
Highlights of this amp’s design include a high-low bias
switch and true balanced
oating inputs. Its rear panel
accepts both XLR balanced
and RCA unbalanced inputs.
A master power switch, silver
multi-way speaker binding
posts and a power IEC port
round out the rear panel.
Powering on this ModWright Instruments pair has
to be done in the right order
– the preamp rst and then
the amp. Otherwise, the protection circuitry in the amp
might be tripped up and in
the worst case, you might
damage your speakers. The
preamp takes about 20 seconds to start up, while the
amp takes closer to 55 seconds. I had the ModWright
Instruments pair hooked up
to my trusty Focal Electra
1008 Be II speakers and used
the Bryston BDP-1 Digital
Player / BDA-1 DAC and
the Clearaudio Concept turntable as my sources.
During the rst two months
this duo spent at my house, I
listened to plenty of different types of music and gave
the components ample time
to burn-in. Unfortunately
when I was about to sit down
and begin my critical listening for this review, an issue
surfaced with the LS 100
preamp. Suddenly it began
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introducing a noticeable noise into the signal chain and also became ultra sensitive
to any kinds of vibrations – the smallest
tap on the case got amplied right to the
speakers (even walking in front of my system caused this to happen). It turned out
that one or more of the tubes had become
microphonic, something that can happen
with tubes. However ModWright quickly
rectied the problem by sending me a new
set. After going through the burn-in process again, I was nally ready to give this
pair a proper listen.
I have to admit that I was pretty excited
about the combination of a tube preamp
and a solid state amp working together
to produce sound – I gured that if they
worked well together I could potentially
have the best of both worlds. It’s become
somewhat of a tradition now, that every
time I test a new component I go on a new
album shopping spree. Among the new
artists, now loaded on my SSD drive and
played by the Bryston digital player, were
Sonoio, Alabama Shakes, City and Colour,
The Lumineers and Alex Clare. As part of
my tests I of course included numerous albums that I’ve listened to before on many
other components.
I began my listening session with Rebecca Pidgeon’s “Spanish Harlem” from the
Best Audiophile Voices Collection. I was
immediately captivated by the realness of
the sound produced by this duo. Rebecca’s voice was silky smooth and echoed
gently in the originally recorded environment. The strings of the double bass were
well articulated and produced rich bass
notes. Similarly piano keys and the violin
played with rich overtones. Everything
about this presentation had a lifelike quality, as if I was listening to a live show. The
highs had just the right amount of sparkle,
while the bass line played tunefully and
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never lacked in depth. The midrange classical recordings and great dynamics
from hard rock recordings like I’ve never
offered great clarity and rhythm.
Tracks from AIR’s Moon Safari experienced before from my turntable.
disc presented an expansive sound- Thanks to its tube design, this phono stage
stage that I’ve come to appreciate added yet another level of realism and ufrom this album when played through idity to each song that I listened to.
During its stay on my audio rack, the
capable audio equipment. The ModWright duo resolved the numerous, ModWright Instruments KWA 100SE amp
often complex sonic layers of this and LS 100 tube preamp provided me with
music with ease, while delivering all many hours of enjoyment. What started as
of the ne details of each and every tapping my hands on my knees often endlayer. The dynamics of the presenta- ed in air guitar or air conducting. There
is no question that there is a great synergy
tion never disappointed.
Next I jumped to the Jagged Little between these components – what I was
Pill Acoustic disc from Alanis Morissette. listening to was truly a fantastic combinaAll of the tracks on this album offered rich, tion of both tube and solid state designs.
full-bodied acoustic guitar notes, with re- Despite the issue that I experienced with
markable harmonics that one would expect the LS 100 preamp at the start, my overall
from a real guitar. Different guitars of- experience with the ModWright duo was
fered clearly distinct sound characteristics. very positive thanks to the excellent sonic
I could also easily determine the strum- presentation achieved by them. I comming pattern of each guitar on most tracks. municated the packaging issue to both the
Alanis’ quirky voice was reproduced with manufacturer and the Canadian distributor
all the veracity of a live performance. The and I’m certain that both will address this
ModWright components presented me accordingly for future shipments. The LS
with a properly laid out, three dimensional 100 is a exible pre-amp that offers plenty
soundstage where the vocals and every in- of inputs, both balanced and unbalanced,
strument had a precise position and a good and thanks to its tube stage is capable of
amount of air around it. Tracks from City breathing the textures and realism that
and Colour’s “Little Hell” once again re- exist in real voices and instruments. The
conrmed all of my conclusions about the KWA 100SE is an amp that offers the control and dynamics that one would expect
imaging and soundstaging.
Having a tube design, the LS 100 does from a high quality amp, while offering a
not offer as low of a noise oor as a great depth of details. Together there is a
non-tube preamp design. If you’re close sense of musical magic between these two
enough to the speakers you will hear a components, that’s for sure. Bravo Modlittle bit of a constant noise. This however Wright Instruments!
is completely expected and in my opinion
does not take anything away from the lisquickinfo
tening experience.
As mentioned earlier, the LS 100 preModWright Instruments
amp provided for this review included the
www.modwright.com
optional on-board phono stage and this is
what I turned my attention to next. The LS
Distributed in Canada by Tri-Cell
100 offers a gain of 70dB and is capable
Enterprises, www.tri-cell.ca
of handling both MC and MM turntable
1-800-263-8151
cartridges even though it doesn’t have the
typical switch for this selection. That’s beModWright Instruments KWA
cause it offers plenty of headroom for both
100SE Amplier
cartridge designs. Once again I listened to
Price: $4,500 CAD
a large variety of recordings, ranging from
rock to classical. Regardless of the musiModWright Instruments LS 100
cal selection, I was consistently presented
Tube Preamplier
with amazing resolution and precise imagPrice: $4,500 CAD (with phono
ing within a vast soundstage. The LS 100
stage)
allowed my Clearaudio Concept turntable
to deliver delicacy and smoothness from
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Totem Element Ember Compact Speakers
Phil Gold
I have already reported on the phenomenal
Totem Fire bookshelf speaker ($5,995) in
the pages of CANADA HiFi. When I reviewed it last year it sat as the smallest offering in the Element range which extends
to the Earth oorstander ($8,995) and the
bigger Metal oorstander ($12,995). I
liked the Fire so much that I jumped at the
chance to review the latest offering in the
Element series, the even smaller Ember
($4,200). I didn’t know what fun I was in
for.
I expected a punchy little speaker, projecting a smaller image and offering reduced
denition, frequency range and dynamics,
but still a contender against speakers of
its own size. How small is it? Just 18.7cm
wide, 24.8cm deep and 35.8cm high. That
makes the Ember a full 40 percent smaller
than the already compact Fire. Totem’s
rst speaker, the Model 1, now in its Signature Edition is 40 percent smaller again,
so you may assume designer Vince Bruzzese knows a thing or two about getting the
best out of small speakers. You’d be absolutely right to do so, and I think he has
consistently demonstrated he is second to
none in this art.
What I found simply knocked my socks
off. This was no scaled down Fire. This is
a superb instrument in its own right. Play
it in a dark room and I don’t think you
could tell the difference. It sounds like
a big speaker, projecting a huge image
across the room. The bass extends down
to 43 Hz on paper, compared to 40 Hz for
the Fire. While I’m sure it can’t go quite
as loud as the Fire, it retains all of the
Fire’s explosive dynamics, which is part
of what makes it sound like a much bigger
speaker.
Mr. Bruzzese must be using some secret
sauce in both of these miniature marvels.
What’s the story? If you want to know
the full story of what makes the Fire tick,
you’d better read my earlier review from
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the August/September 2011 issue, now
available on www.canadahi.com or on
your tablet. I’ll sum it up by saying Totem makes its own drivers incorporating
its own unique magnetic topology in the 7
inch Torrent woofer. This woofer operates
with a direct connection to the amplier
rather than through the traditional cross-

over with its accompanying losses and
distortions. The unburstable dome tweeter
is designed with exceptional airow and
cooling ns to allow it to dispense with
the more common ferrouid cooling. Extremely high quality components are used
throughout, including four WBT platinum
coated binding posts. The box tapers to-
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wards the top and the back leaving no (4500 Hertz) of this
parallel sides in an effort to avoid interior slightly
smaller
standing waves without needing to use driver allows Totem
stufng material. The cabinet material to specify a smaller
uses a graded mix of different densities of tweeter. The 6 inch
breboard to control and spread the reso- Torrent woofer takes 4.5 hours to build,
nant frequencies. A four layer high gloss down from 7.5 hours for the 7 inch woofer
nish (black or white), magnetically at- in the Fire. The 3/4 inch tweeter is a silk
tached grills and extensive use of alumi- dome design with an aluminum faceplate
num complete the picture. Totem offers a shared with the Fire but the tweeter itself
ve year parts and labour warranty on the is a different design better suited to the
speakers and is keen to point out that it characteristics of the smaller cabinet and
still has the parts for any speaker the com- woofer of the Ember. It does not have the
pany has ever made.
protective wire mesh of its bigger brother
The Ember represents an effort to bring so if you have kids or pets it may be better
the Fire’s sound quality and looks down to keep the magnetic grills in place.
to a lower price point, $1795 lower in fact.
So much for the visuals. The chief magic
In the smaller cabinet it is of course easier is on the inside. Following the lead of anto control vibrations, so there are certainly other highly respected Canadian speaker
some savings in the cabinetry. For this ap- manufacturer, Reference 3A, designer
plication Vince Bruzzese developed a new Vince Bruzzese has developed a crossoverhand assembled 6 inch Torrent driver. This less speaker. Strictly speaking that doesn’t
woofer does not have the multi-segmented mean there’s no crossover inside. Rather,
structure of the 7 inch driver in the Fire, the amplier makes direct connection with
because it doesn’t need it to develop the the midrange/woofer, with no intervening
9500 Gauss magnetic eld required in the capacitors, inductors or resistors. There is
smaller driver. So the geometry has been still a simple crossover including two very
altered. It uses instead a ring magnet with exotic capacitors to mate the tweeter level
three different types of material to stretch and response curve to the main driver’s
the magnetic eld considerably. The characteristics. This woofer maintains a
square cross section wire is retained with signicant output level up to around 5kHz
a stainless vanadium alloy former. The 6 before smoothly rolling off, but its output
inch cone does not need rear damping and is smooth and distortion free in this range,
the extended upper frequency response unlike conventional woofers.
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I put in a lot of listening time with the
Ember. It needs a good 50 hours to sound
its best, but it is very happy with just about
any high quality amplier. At 88dB efciency and an 8ohm load you don’t need
a powerhouse. Totem suggests a range of
30 to 175 watts. The 150 watt Modwright
KWA 150 SE solid state amp and the 90
watt Copland CTA506 tube amp were
both excellent partners, and extracted similar levels of performance from the Ember.
On the Copland you do need to select the
8 ohm tap to get the best out of the Ember
or you’ll get something rather reduced in
dynamics.
Where I thought I might trip up the Ember was full scale symphonic material or
some heavy rock. But I failed to rufe the
Totem on either trap. It was simply outstanding in Shostakovich’s 10th Symphony, which gets as dramatic and complex
as you’ll nd. I could hear all the detail
with impressive weight and outstanding
imaging. My reference YG speakers have
a greater sense of ease in this repertoire
and dig a little deeper, but the differences
are surprisingly small. You are supposed
to turn up the volume when you play the
Stones. “Love in Vain” sounded great with
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sidebar
What else should I look at if I want the
best in a small package?
Take a look at the Ember’s bigger brother,
the Fire speaker , reviewed in the August/
September 2011 issue. It will set you back
$5,995 and looks just like the Ember on
steroids. The Fire provides an even bigger sound, slightly higher resolution and
deserves a top recommendation.
The Reference 3A MM de Capo i comes
in at under $3,000 (reviewed in the December/January 2010/2011 issue) and is
another exceptional compact monitor,
made in Canada, and again featuring a
directly connected woofer. Not quite as
elegant in appearance and less capable of
high volume levels, but capable of stunning
realism and dynamite imaging.
Another strong competitor is the B&W
805 Diamond. It’s bigger and more expensive than the Ember but it also incorporates
a lot of high technology in a design that has
been rened over many years. The diamond
tweeter is unique to B&W and sits distinctively above the main cabinet.

is something I’ll give up deep bass extension, ultimate resolution or maximum
sound pressure for any day.
The Element series is a statement product line from Totem. As such it will not
sell in the same volume as the other less
expensive models on offer. I imagine
many people will feel $4,200 is a lot to
pay for small bookshelf speakers and may
not pay much attention to the Ember. That
will be their loss. I’d suggest you forget
about the dollars per cubic inch calculation and simply compare the sound of this
pair of $4,200 speakers with anything else
you can get for this much money. I think
they stand up really well in this context.
In my review of the Fire I wrote “Nothing this small has sounded this good to
me.” I can repeat that now for the Ember!
If you are looking for something really
small (even smaller than the Fire), reasonably efcient and very easy to drive, but
you demand a true audiophile sound, then
look no further. This is it. My highest recommendation.

sidebar
Recommended Recordings used in
this review:

a strong attack from the steel guitar and an
image precisely located in a wide stage. I
could hear every instrument individually
without losing track of the performance as
a whole. While the Carmel is faster and
more dynamic still, notice that I’m comparing this $4,200 speaker to an $18,000
speaker, because it’s really that good.
When it comes to smaller scale music
the Ember is absolutely in its element
(pardon the pun). Jennifer Warnes is at her
very best in “Too Late Love Comes”. You
get the full impact of her rich voice, along
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with the steadily growing instrumental
accompaniment, all infused with natural
colour and strong detail. The presentation is forward, but not aggressive. What
makes it so successful is the low level of
distortion, the pinpoint imaging, the fast
reexes and more than anything, the absence of the usual compression of dynamics which most speakers suffer from. Once
you’ve heard this level of aliveness, it’s
hard to go back. Music sounds like music, not like a recording anymore. Totem
does not have a monopoly in this, but it

• Love – The Beatles – Capitol
09463 7981023
• The Well – Jennifer Warnes –
Cisco – SCD 2034
• Rolling Stones - Let It Bleed –
ABKCO 90042
• Shostakovich 10th Symphony –
Naxos 8.572461
• Beethoven String Quartets –
IsoMike
• Sumi Jo – La Promessa – Erato
3984-23300-2
• Nordost System Tuning and Setup
Disc – CD NOR-TD1

quickinfo
Totem Acoustic
www.totemacoustic.com
514-259-1062
Totem Acoustic Element Ember
Compact Speakers
Price: $4,200 CAD
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Monitor Audio Gold GX 5.1 Speaker System
Suave Kajko
If you have an exceptional memory, you
might recall reading about the Monitor
Audio Gold GX series speakers in these
pages before. I reviewed the GX200 oor
standing loudspeakers ($4,995/pair) from
this series back in the October/November
2011 issue. The GX200 proved itself as
a very capable speaker in my two channel system and offered many of the sonic
characteristics that I was fond of. In fact
I took enough liking to these speakers that
I ended up buying them after the review.
Since I wasn’t looking to make any changes in my two channel system, the GX200s
became a part of the upgrade path for my
basement home theatre system. Of course
a pair of loudspeakers at the front of the
room hardly makes a home theatre system,
so I asked Canadian distributor Kevro
International to send us the remaining
speakers to make a full 5.1 system. The
complete system to be evaluated in this review includes the GXC150 centre channel
($1,195), a pair of the GX-FX surround
speakers ($2,390/pair) and the GXW15
subwoofer ($3,195). The total price of
this 5.1 system rings in at $11,775. At this models in this review a little closer and
price my expectations were set pretty high, you’ll see what I mean.
The GX200 oorstanding speaker is the
as they should be.
The Gold GX series sits just below Mon- little brother to the GX300. Its three-way
itor Audio’s agship Platinum series. As design sports a C-CAM (Ceramic-Coated
you might expect, much of the technology Aluminium/Magnesium) high frequency
in the Gold GX series is derived from les- ribbon transducer, a 4 inch RST mid-range
sons learned during the development of driver and two 5.5 inch RST bass drivers.
the Platinum series. Aside from all the All of the drivers in this speaker use Monitechnology, the surround speakers and tor Audio’s C-CAM technology, a matethe subwoofer offer some features rarely rial originally developed by the aerospace
found in speakers. Visually, each of the industry for jet engine components. The
models in the Gold GX series is quite at- C-CAM manufacturing process combines
tractive and a good selection of nishes the various materials through a series of
means that they’ll integrate comfortably specic steps which result in an alloy
with just about any room décor. Available cone that is very light, yet extremely rigid.
nishes include Bubinga, Dark Walnut, as This makes the C-CAM drivers much less
well as glossy Piano Ebony, White and susceptible to exing or twisting during
Black. There really is a lot to get excited operation compared to other cone designs
about here. Let’s examine each of the and results in a signicantly reduced dis-
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tortion.
The proprietary ribbon transducer is an
ultra-thin sandwich of the C-CAM alloy
suspended in a transverse magnetic eld
of high energy rare earth magnets. Thanks
to its mass of just 18 mg, its diaphragm is
extremely quick at starting and stopping
and hence is capable of reproducing the
leading edges of notes and musical details
unlike the more typical tweeter dome designs. The ribbon transducer is capable
of achieving frequencies above 60 kHz
and while this is beyond the threshold of
human hearing, it means that you’ll be
able to hear all the musical nuances and
harmonics found in high resolution audio
content.
What makes the 4 inch RST (Rigid Surface Technology) mid-bass driver special
are a series of radial ribs which signi-
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cantly increase cone rigidity compared
to other cone designs. Increased rigidity
translates into a lower distortion, while
the use of the light weight C-CAM cone
means higher speed and accuracy. The 5.5
inch RST bass drivers use the same technology as the 4 inch RST driver but offer a
larger driver size and heavier construction
with bigger magnets.
The GX200 has a frequency response
rated from 35 Hz to 60 kHz, a sensitivity
of 89 dB and an impedance of 8 ohms.
The GXC150 centre channel offers a 2.5way, sealed cabinet design, housing two
of the same 5.5 inch RST drivers as the
GX200, with the same ribbon transducer
in between them. Its frequency response
is rated from 55 Hz to 60 kHz, while its
sensitivity and impedance matches the
oorstanding model.
The GX-FX is far from an ordinary surround speaker. It can provide either direct
(monopole) or ambient surround (dipole)
sound with just a ick of a switch on
the speaker itself or with a 12 volt trigger from the AV receiver. This makes it
one of the most versatile surround speakers on the market today suitable for use
in just about any room environment. In
the monopole mode, the GX-FX uses its
front-ring 6.5 inch RST driver and a ribbon transducer to produce sound. In the
dipole mode, it uses two pairs of sidering 4 inch C-CAM drivers and 1 inch
C-CAM gold-dome tweeters, together
with the front-ring 6.5 inch RST driver.
The dipole arrangement produces a more
diffuse, enveloping sound. The GX-FX
speakers are designed to be stand mount-
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ed (a matching stand retails fun stuff! I should mention that part way
for $595) or can be installed through this review process I switched to
at on the wall with the in- a much higher performance Arcam FMJ
cluded brackets. Specica- AVR600 AV receiver.
Armed with a stack of Blu-ray discs, both
tions of the GX-FX include
a frequency response of 60 music and movies, and SACDs I red up
Hz to 60 kHz, a sensitivity my recently purchased Cambridge Auof 87 dB and an impedance dio Azur 751BD universal blu-ray player
and grabbed a seat on the couch. Yes, a
of 8 ohms.
All of the GX series cabi- reviewer’s life can be a tough gig somenets are constructed out of times.
First up was the Rolling Stones Shine
20 mm MDF, while each offers its own bracing to im- a Light concert Blu-ray, Martin Scorsprove rigidity and minimize ese’s take on what a Stones concert disc
cabinet colouration. Each should look like. The track “As Tears Go
speaker in this series offers By” opens with Keith Richards playing
bi-wire terminals with fac- an amazing 12 string acoustic guitar lick
tory installed spade jumper and I’ve honestly never heard it sound
this good on any home theatre system.
cables.
Rounding out the GX series is just a The Monitor Audio speakers delivered the
single subwoofer called the GXW-15, and richness of the doubled-up guitar strings
like the GX-FX surround speakers this is with fullness in the mid frequencies and
not just another run of the mill subwoofer. an amazing bell-like quality in the higher
Its sealed enclosure is equipped with an octaves. The depth and texture of this preultra-long throw 15 inch C-CAM bass sentation was as close as I’ve heard from
driver, capable of a whopping 1.5 inches a real 12 string guitar. When Richards
of excursion. For a 15 inch subwoofer it strummed full chords, the strings rang in a
has an attractively small enclosure, mea- perfect union, yet at the same time I could
suring roughly 16 inches in each of the hear the distinct sound of each string. The
three dimensions. Its power comes from ribbon tweeters reproduced the high frea 650 watt (1,200 watt peak) D2AudioTM quencies of both instruments and voices
DSP controlled, Class-D amplier. The with an amazing sizzle and a high level of
rear connection panel offers both RCA and detail. The tweeter presentation was airy,
LFE inputs and outputs. What makes the super clean and smoothly integrated with
GXW-15 stand apart from the crowd is an the mid frequencies, not once did I detect
on-board advanced automatic room cor- any harshness in the upper registers. I also
rection system called LEO (Listening En- never got tired even during long listening
vironment Optimizer) by D2Audio. The sessions. Ribbon tweeters offer a wider
GXW-15 has a frequency response rated horizontal dispersion compared to dome
down to an earth shattering 18 Hz. Unlike tweeters and hence offer a larger horizonthe typical subwoofer the GXW-15 has a tal sweet spot. It should however be noted
small display at the top of its bafe as well that ribbon tweeters have a limited vertias a knob/button just above it, which in cal dispersion and as a result sound best
theory you never have to use because all when your ears are at their level. Further
functions can be controlled from the sup- enhancing the performance of this song,
the surround speakers did a great job of
plied remote controller. ‘nuff said.
The subwoofer manual says to run the providing the ambience as the crowd sang
LEO system before running that AV re- along during the chorus. The Monitor Auceiver auto calibration so that’s exactly dio speakers provided me with plenty of
what I did. Running LEO is a minimalist listening pleasure as I enjoyed the rest of
affair – plug in the supplied microphone, the tracks on this disc.
Next I switched to the Dire Straits: Brothplace it where you would normally sit and
let the system run its course of test tones. ers In Arms SACD, a fantastic album (on
The whole thing took only a couple of many different levels) that gets plenty of
minutes in total. Following this, I ran the play time in both my two and multi-chanauto calibration of my Pioneer Elite SC-07 nel systems. The Gold GX series served
AV receiver. And now it was time for the up a perfectly balanced frequency range
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and one of the cleanest, luscious sounding mid-ranges I’ve had the pleasure
of listening to in my home theatre. The
ribbon tweeters extracted the nest musical details with the outmost delicacy.
Tracks like “So Far Away” and “Money
For Nothing” presented me with a holographic soundstage – which reached well
beyond the walls of my listening room
as drums played all around my listening
seat. Meanwhile, the GXW-15 subwoofer blended smoothly with the rest of the
speakers and provided perfectly resolved
and well articulated bottom frequencies.
Flute Mystery (by Fred Jonny Berg) on
Blu-ray gave me the chance to listen to a
wide variety of string and air instruments.
The reproduction of this DTS-HD Master
soundtrack was superb, every instrument
sounded rich and tonally accurate. I decided to take this opportunity to investigate
the difference with the GX-FX surround
speakers operating in monopole mode
versus the dipole mode. The monopole
mode, recommended when the GX-FX
is used as a rear speaker in a 5.1 system,
produced a direct yet incredibly smooth
sound and reproduced all of the ne intricacies of the music. Not surprisingly
the dipole mode, recommended when the
GX-FX is used as a side or rear speaker
in a 7.1 system, produced a much subtler
surround effect. Rather than sending the
sound directly to my ears most of it was
sent to the side drivers. As a result the surround channels produced a much gentler
sound - I was hearing more of an ambient sound rather than the full character of
the instruments as in the monopole mode.
Both modes worked wonderfully well but
I stuck to the recommended monopole setting for most of my listening.
While there was nothing wrong with
having the Pioneer Elite SC-07 AV receiver driving these speakers, I knew that
a higher level AV receiver, like the Arcam
FMJ AVR600, should bring a further improvement to what I was hearing. After
all, the Gold GX isn’t just another speaker
series – this is Monitor Audio’s second series from the top and should be capable of
more than the Pioneer receiver can send
its way. It didn’t take very long to realize that with the Arcam in place the sonic
improvement was remarkable. The audio
became more organic and further rened,
particularly noticeable with voices and
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instruments. There was also a noticeable capable of delivering seismic thumps but
improvement in clarity and detail extrac- always sounded tight and controlled. The
tion. Yes, this was a greater pairing for LEO automatic room correction system
certain. Hence, I conducted the remainder built into GXW15 subwoofer did a pheof the review with the Arcam.
nomenal job of smoothing out the bass
If you’d like to read my impressions frequencies in my room, and provided a
about the sound of the GX 200 oor stand- better bass response in all the seats on my
ing speakers in a 2-channel system, I in- couch. Dialogue was always super clean,
vite you to read my review in the October/ even when layered with other sounds and
November 2011 issue (now available on effects. Again I noticed that voices were
www.canadahi.com).
very clear even at lower volume levels. In
Having established the excellent music one of the scenes, as Thor snuck into the
performance of the Gold GX speaker, in Shield agency site set up to investigate the
both two and multichannel tests, I set out “satellite” crash site, all of the speakers
to evaluate their sound as a companion worked in unison to create fantastically
for movies. I began with Star Trek VI: realistic rainfall and thunderstorm.
The Undiscovered Country on Blu-ray.
The Monitor Audio Gold GX series ofThe Dolby TrueHD soundtrack sounded fered a stellar performance in my home
great from the outset. The mesmerizing theatre and for a total price of just under
orchestral performance during the open- $12,000 for a 5.1 system you would cering credits started off softly and gradu- tainly expect them to. Whether I listened
ally built in intensity and dynamics. The to music or watched movies, they never
Gold GX speakers did a very good job of failed to engage me at the highest level.
reproducing all of the various sections of Voices and instruments sounded true-tothe orchestra. I was enveloped by sound life and hence music was always full of
emitted from all around me, from a per- emotion, regardless of genre. On many
fectly blended surround mix. The crisp, occasions I felt like the performers were
highly detailed presentation of the Gold right in my room. During movies with
GX speakers offered much of the char- good soundtracks (and visuals) the Gold
acter that one would expect from a good GX series were capable of creating a total
hi speaker. The subwoofer had its rst suspension of disbelief, making me feel
chance to strut its stuff at the very begin- like I was part of the action. Yes it is posning of the rst scene as a large cosmic sible to assemble a home theatre speaker
explosion swept across the soundstage system for a much smaller amount but
from the front to the back of the room. you’ll miss out on all the dynamics, details
The bass was presented with great depth and realism that only a higher-end speaker
and tightness, not just by the subwoofer system like the Monitor Audio Gold GX
but also by the surround speakers. During can deliver.
the rst few minutes of the lm I noticed
quickinfo
that the Gold GX had a slight advantage
over other speaker designs thanks to their
ribbon tweeters. This advantage was the
Monitor Audio
clarity of the dialogue. Unlike with some
www.monitoraudio.ca
of the other speakers I’ve listened to in the
past, the GX centre channel never failed to
Distributed in Canada by Kevro
deliver a clean rendition of the character
International, www.kevro.com
voices - regardless of how many other lay(800) 667-6065 / (905) 428-2800
ers of sound were in the mix. Another advantage was that the dialogue was clearly
Monitor Audio Gold GX 5.1
audible even at very low volume levels.
Speaker System
While watching Thor on Blu-ray, what I
Price (CAD):
got was a decidedly cinematic experience.
GX200 oor standing ($4,995/pair)
The Gold GX speakers handled this inGXC150 centre channel ($1,195)
credibly dynamic soundtrack with the outGX-FX surrounds ($2,390/pair)
most control. Sound during quieter scenes
GXW15 subwoofer ($3,195)
was delivered with delicacy and precision.
5.1 system as tested: $11,775
Low frequencies during loud scenes were
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B&W C5 In-ear Headphones

George de Sa
Bowers & Wilkins (B&W) is an audio
product company that is based in its home
town of Worthing, West Sussex, England
and is part of the B&W Group. The B&W
Group owns B&W and Classé Audio, distributing both of their products, as well
as those of Rotel, a Japanese-based audio
product company. B&W, as part of the
B&W Group, is now one of the leading
audio product companies in the world,
possessing massive resources, technology
and expertise. In recent years, B&W has
introduced a number of products that are
compatible with Apple i-devices. These
products include the Zeppelin Air, Zeppelin Mini and MM-1 powered speaker
docks, as well as the company’s rst headphone, the P5. In June 2011, B&W added
another headphone product to its line-up,
the company’s rst in-ear design—the
C5 In-Ear Headphone ($179.95). Given
my recent experience using the Paradigm
SHIFT E3m earphones (reviewed in the
June/July 2012 issue), from another loudspeaker-based company that recently entered the earphone market, I jumped at the
chance to review the C5.
It was in early July that I received the
C5. Opening the shipping box, I got my
rst glimpse of the product packaging and
couldn’t help but grin. An elegant gatefold
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box cover revealed the C5 within a framed
window, eloquently posed to demonstrate
both its rear face and prole. Opening the
box, I found the C5 was snugly mounted
to a moulded plastic plate that effectively
maintained its posture. I know better than
to judge a product by its packaging but I
have to give the B&W marketing team a
thumbs-up, nicely done. Within the box
was the C5, a printed manual, three additional soft eartips and a petite black quiltstitched faux-suede half-moon zippered
case…enough hyphens already.
Examining the C5, I was impressed with
the t, nish and feel. Each earpiece was
painted in gloss black, tastefully adorned
with the “Bowers & Wilkins” name, in
white font. The back or outward facing end was angled with a at face that
displayed the B&W Micro Porous Filter.
This lter had a distinctive and jewel-like
appearance, given its steel micro-ball matrix structure, and is designed to serve as a
diffuser (quasi-open-back), which is purported to provide a more spacious sound.
On the opposite, inward end was a typical
silicon eartip. The body of the earpiece
was larger and heavier than others I’ve
used, in part due to tungsten weighting
used to tip the earpiece inwards, towards
the ear.

Another unique feature was the C5’s Secure Loop. This Secure Loop is a clear
ex-tube that surrounds the cable for
about 3.5 inches, as it exits the earpiece.
The loop exits on one side of the earpiece
and loops around it where it slides into a
notch on the opposite side, forming the
shape of the letter “p”. This semi-exible
loop can be adjusted in size by sliding it
through the earpiece notch. The Secure
Loop is designed to push against the inner
circumference of the outer ear, called the
concha, and keep the earpiece secure, as
explained in the manual.
The C5 employs silver-coloured, twisted
OFC cables that lie within a semi-exible
clear sheathing. The headphone plug
housing, as well as the Y-splitter and inline
multi-function remote/mic, are all made
of a glossy black plastic that aesthetically
complements the silver cables – adding
to the sophisticated look of the C5. The
inline multi-function remote/mic has three
buttons, which I was unable to fully utilize, as I don’t own an i-device. I should
mention that when I tried using it with my
Blackberry Torch, I was unable to hear or
be heard on calls and couldn’t control the
volume. The manual states that functionality may be limited with non-compatible
devices, so I assume that my Blackberry
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Torch falls into this unfortunate category.
velvety quality. Guitar plucks were very made the track Monster Hospital sound
On the technical side, the C5 utilizes a 9 well dened, while strikes on the triangle harsh, with Emily’s lovely voice soundmm driver and has a published frequency carried an incisive leading edge, though ing unpleasant at anything approaching
response of 10 Hz to 20 kHz. The sensi- a bit short in shimmer and sustain. Bass a high volume, whereas the C5 delivered
tivity is 118 dB/V at 1 kHz and THD is notes on this track were impressive, deliv- this track in a comparatively smooth and
specied THD at less than 1%. Impen- ered with signicant impact and tightness, composed manner. Emily’s voice was
dence is 32 ohms, which makes them por- exceeding the performance of both my clear and controlled, which allowed me to
table audio device friendly.
Grado SR80 and the Paradigm SHIFT E3m. appreciate it, even at high volume levels.
I used the C5 in-ear headphones for The closing violin sang with a good share Again, I noticed a dryness in the cymbals,
about two months, while travelling to- of upper frequency extension. In compar- making them sound a bit abrupt, whereas,
and-from work, at leisure and while sit- ison, the Paradigm SHIFT E3m provided the E3m depicted them in a fuller, more
ting at my PC. I have found my ears to a slightly smaller soundstage with less brassy manner that seemed more genuine.
be somewhat difcult to please in terms of air, though delivering an extra dollop of Drums with both the E3m and C5 were
earbuds but have had some success with midrange warmth. China Forbes’ siren- impactful though the C5 delivered an obin-ear headphones. With a little trial and like voice was delivered with impressive viously more chiselled and authoritative
error I settled on the medium tips, which clarity and detail by the C5, though the take on low frequency notes.
provided a good seal and stayed put when C5 could not reveal the warm undertone
Overall, I was impressed with the clarused in conjunction with the Secure Loop. that her diaphragm imparts to her voice. ity, instrument separation and soundstagHowever, the Secure Loop took a little Moving to the Arabic spoken track, Bukra ing that the B&W C5 In-ear Headphones
getting used to and may not be for every- Wba’do on the same album, the opening delivered. I would gather that the Micro
one, as it can become tiresome to use for six strikes on a glockenspiel was brought Porous Filter had much to do with enextended listening. Cable noise was not forth with bell-like clarity using the C5; abling the C5 to approach the Grado in its
an issue for me and I found that the cables however, the C5 did not convey the bar- openness. In terms of detail retrieval, the
were very resistant to tangles, virtually like resonance tone of the instrument, as C5 was clearly a high performer, providspringing open. Unfortunately, the cables the E3m did. I started to feel that with all ing clean, crisp and tight sound with good
did not drape as well as I would have the air and cleanness the C5 could deliver, upper extension and formidable lower frehoped – maintaining some curl that was it was somewhat reserved in revealing quency reach and dynamics. I was very
not in keeping with the overall chic look upper-register harmonics.
impressed with the quality and quantity of
of the C5. I should also note that I found
Next, I put on the latest remaster of the bass that the C5 could muster up, which
the C5 to provide less outside noise iso- Jazz classic album Kind of Blue. In the it rendered with tightness, accuracy and
lation then I’m accustomed to with in-ear track Flamenco Sketches, the opening weight - a difcult combination to nd. It
headphones and I gather this is a trade-off plucks of the upright bass had a lovely was in the areas of tonal complexity, harof the quasi-open-back design.
tension and lower extension with the monics and mid-range warmth, that the C5
The majority of my listening was done C5. Miles trumpet came in with preci- came up slightly short, somewhat diluting
using a portable Sony Walkman Digital sion, revealing every inection and breath. them in favour of leading-edge denition
Media Player, loaded primarily with WAV The alto sax had warmth and denition, and transient response. Due to this, the
les at 1411 kbps. I also used my Grant bringing forth its internal resonance and C5 seemed to provide more emphasis
Fidelity tube-buffered DAC-09 connected revealing space around it, while John on detail retrieval than on serving up an
to my PC via SPDIF coaxial, while listen- Coltrane’s tenor sax was identiable by organic portrayal of voices and high freing to ALAC les in iTunes. I found the its lower tone. Cymbal strikes were clear, quencies. At under $200, given the design,
C5 performed considerably better with the yet somewhat limited in their complete- performance and build, I believe the C5
DAC-09, suggesting that they like power. ness, coming across as somewhat dry. In is a competitive alternative and worthy of
I compared the C5 to the Paradigm SHIFT contrast, the E3m portrayed the upright audition, especially for those looking for a
E3m earphones that I recently reviewed, acoustic bass notes with less tension but lean, incisive and well composed presenas well to my Grado SR80 headphones
with more body resonance and complex- tation with rm bass.
I began with Taya Tan, a track from Pink ity. The trumpet, as delivered through the
Martini’s Hey Eugene album. This is a E3m, carried with it a level of warmth and
wonderful album and quality recording metallic texture that the C5 did not fully
quickinfo
that explores a number of music styles and reveal. In addition, the E3m depicted both
languages. China Forbes sings Taya Tan saxophones with a level of lushness that
Bowers & Wilkins
in Japanese, making it an even more inter- was not present with the C5.
www.bowers-wilkins.com
esting listen. The C5 delivered this track
Playing the album Live It Out, from the
(978) 664 2870
in a very open and airy manner, coming alternative rock band Metric, provided
surprisingly close but not quite matching another perspective on the C5. I was surB&W C5 In-ear Headphones
the level of my Grado SR80 open-back prised to hear how much more civilized it
Price: $179.95 CAD
headphones. China’s voice was conveyed depicted Emily Haines’ vocals, as comwith brilliant clarity, while maintaining a pared with my Grado SR80. The Grado
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